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Hive

Building the

the Goddess Temple of Ashland
Deer Dancers Sequoia Gartnerway, Deonesea La Fey,
Prema Gaia, Ruth Rhiannon, and Brooke Nuckles

I

first heard about the vision
of a Goddess Temple here in
Ashland while sitting in the
sunshine in front of the local food
co-op serenading passers-by on my
mandolin. I started chatting with
Graell Corsini, an ebullient woman
who told me that she had recently
received a vision from the Goddess
Bridget to assemble nineteen female
healers and priestesses to gather and
birth a new sanctuary where women
and men could explore their relationship with the Sacred Feminine.
“I think you might be the thirteenth priestess!” she exclaimed
with a radiant smile. So it was that
I found myself on the Full Moon
of November, 2010 sitting in circle
with a group of remarkably dynamic
and activated women. There were

priestesses, ceremonial leaders, intuitive healers, Shamanic practitioners,
bodyworkers, sound healers, sacred
dancers, midwives, watsu practitioners, tantrikas, yoginis and artists.
Almost all of the co-founders were
gathered together on that auspicious
night, and those who weren’t physically present were called into the
circle so that their presence could be
with us. Although I had dedicated
my life to the spiritual path, studying
and practicing all the wisdom traditions and healing arts I could get my
hands on, up to then I had explored
very little of Goddess Spirituality.
“Oh, no! They’re going to discover that I don’t fit in!” I thought to
myself. When my turn came in the
circle to speak to which of the three
archetypes — Maiden, Mother or
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Crone — I identified with I fumbled. “I…umm…err… maiden? ….I
guess?” Oh dear.
Fortunately, I soon found my
niche in the community, doing
outreach and writing for the nascent
Goddess Temple of Ashland. This
enabled me to continue sharing my
energy and support even while I was
travelling the following winter.
The opening ceremony for the
Temple was held on the Spring
Equinox weekend of 2011. It was a
dreamy and magical day, the kind
you hope will never end. A dome
had been donated immediately after
our first meeting to house the Goddess Temple until a more permanent
structure can be built.
I was pleased to discover, through
the warmth and openness of the
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community that my learning curve
of the Goddess traditions was actually easeful and elevating. After
taking some workshops attending
the Spiritual Cinema nights which
featured documentaries about Goddess Spirituality, and participating in
several ceremonies and rituals, I realized that I did fit in to this group, in
fact, much more deeply than I had
ever done with a group of women
before.
This community filled a huge
gap in my search for spiritual community. Having grown up in a mainstream environment, I embarked on
a path of spiritual awakening in my
late twenties, and I had often found
my deepest refuge while alone in the
forest. This led me to wonder if I
would ever find a safe community in
which to de-armor myself and drop
deeply into my spiritual practices.
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Along the journey I realized that
the safety I that I needed to feel in
order to allow myself to be that vulnerable had to first come from inside
myself, from an anchored and solid
foundation of self-love and trust in the
Universe. Now I had found a place and
a group of resonant co-creators that
supported my quest.
The owners of Jackson Wellsprings, a healing sanctuary which
has been used ceremonially for centuries, graciously offered land on their
back meadow to house the Goddess
Temple.
The opening ceremony included
dances — choreographed with both
men and women to invoke the rebalancing of sacred masculine and
feminine energies — and a mesmerizing Hathor dance choreographed by
mystic scholar, Kathak lineage-holder,
and prolific film producer Sharron
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Rose. We then embarked on a reverent procession across the sanctuary
grounds and crossed the sacred threshold to be anointed as we entered by
members of Temple Melissae. These
sacred space-holders are called Melissae (the Greek word for honey-bee),
as the Temple focuses its stewardship
largely on the bees that live at Jackson
Wellsprings, in addition to the healing
waters and the land itself.
As the seasons passed during the
first germinal year, the Temple grounds
expanded from the original geodesic dome sanctuary to include a Tipi
Moon Lodge, Sacred Bee-keeping
School, “Apple Island” Avalon garden
sanctuary, herb and food gardens,
outdoor ampitheatre, and ceremonial
immersion pools. I was amazed to
see how quickly the Temple grounds
blossomed and flourished, with an
abundant harvest of vibrant vegetables,

Far left: Honeycomb from the Temple’s
beehives. Above: Temple altar created
by Ruth Rhiannon. Right: Temple
visionary Graell-Corsini (far left)
chatting with temple visitors.
greens, and healing herbs. These new
spaces and programs provided visitors and community members many
opportunities to be fully immersed in
the grace of the elements, connecting directly with the Goddess in the
Landscape.
The Tree of Life Garden, which is
planted in alignment with the traditional kabbalistic diagram is home to
a variety of healing herbs growing in
each of the sephiroths. All of those
herbs will be crafted into medicine in
the forthcoming year.
One unique aspect of the Temple
is its stewardship of the Mikvah
Immersion Pool, a pristine space of
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cleansing and rebirth nestled in a back
nook of the grounds. The pool hosts
both group and individual rituals and
is one of the few Mikvah pools that
welcomes both Jewish and non-Jewish
celebrants. As Jumana King-Harris,
the Temple co-director explains,
Ceremonies are woven into life as an
opportunity for cleansing, purifying and
rebirthing rituals throughout the year:
women may do ceremony after their moon
time, before weddings or before any rites
of passage.
In the spring of 2012, a Bee Priestess named Laura Ferguson joined
with the Temple to found the College
of the Melissae, with the intention of
becoming a major sanctuary for bees
and center for educating people about
making their own wild bee sanctuaries. As Jumana King-Harris reflected,
the transmission of the bees and their
“hive mind” has been felt strongly by
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Temple Melissae this year. Bee-keeping reminds us that we’re all connected
to the Source. Bees operate in service
to the hive, which is a reflection of the
spirit of inclusivity at the Temple.
The Temple is held as an interfaith
and intercultural sanctuary for the Divine Feminine in all Her many forms.
It focuses on the inclusion of diverse
Spiritual lineages, ideas, and levels of
experience that enrich the environment
of the Temple and celebrate each individual’s personal connection to Source.
As a sanctuary for the total divinity of
people, the commitment of the Temple
Melissae is to reflect back to anyone
who comes, their Divine Essence, and
to honor them completely as a Divine
Being.
2012 has been an expansive year of
blossoming for the Goddess Temple
community. With offerings such as
Graell Corsini’s Priestesses & Knights
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Above: The Goddess Temple
community in all its festive splendor
at this year’s 4th of July parade.
of the Goddess Training, co-director
Jumana King-Harris and men’s night
facilitator Robert Wagner hosting a
Vision Quest, and plans underway
for an upcoming Goddess Festival, it
promises to be an abundant harvest for
all. Find out more about the temple
at www.goddesstempleashland.com.
Blessed Bee! i
Prema Gaia is a
freelance writer, dancer,
artist, Lightweaver and
co-creatress of women’s
empowerment gatherings. Her writing can be
found in publications such as Spirituality & Health, New Connexion, and
Conscious Dancer Magazine.

